
"Sepura was the only supplier that 

was able to supply a lightweight

handportable. 'The only other supplier’s

handportable units were still on the heavy

and bulky “generation one” equipment,”

continued Taylor. “Ease of operation was

also a major factor in the selection of

Sepura with the method of operation of

the competing handportable regarded as

clumsy in comparison.”

• One of the busiest fire brigades in the UK

• 240 fire fighters on shift at any one time

• 40 fire stations, of which 18 are 
Wholetime Stations

• 30,000 home fires each year

• On average 15 fatalities and 550 associated
injuries per year

• Six motorways including one of the UK’s
busiest, the M6

Clear communications are vital for 
Lancashire Fire & Rescue Service.

As one of the busiest fire brigades in the UK, the Lancashire Fire
and Rescue Service (LFRS) was looking for clarity and reliability of
communication when it made the move to TETRA in 2002. Every
year this Service is called out to over 30,000 fires in the home, with
around 15 fatalities and over 550 injuries associated with these
calls. It also has six motorways within its boundaries including one
of the UK's busiest, the M6, so the ability to communicate with other
emergency services is essential.

"When we made the decision to move over to TETRA a full
procurement exercise was undertaken," said Ian Taylor, the
Brigade's Communications Officer. " This was part of a total radio
replacement project and involved advertising in the European
Journal. We used a scoring system to make the selection, taking into
account technical functionality and user friendliness. Four suppliers
responded to the advertisement and all were considered using the
same scoring process. From this process Supura was selected to be
the supplier of both mobiles and handportables because it met all
technical requirements and was able to supply a suitable
lightweight handportable unit.”

At that time, Sepura was the only supplier that was able to supply
a lightweight handportable. 'The only other supplier’s handportable
units were still on the heavy and bulky “generation one”
equipment,” continued Taylor. “Ease of operation was also a major
factor in the selection of Sepura with the method of operation of the
competing handportable regarded as clumsy in comparison.”

for more information visit www.sepura.com
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All LFRS operational personnel use the TETRA system with fixed
mobiles in all appliances. The Brigade has 40 fire stations, of
which 18 are Wholetime Stations, with approximately 240 fire
fighters on shift at any one time.  It prides itself on its excellent
customer service which has won it the prestigious Charter
Mark. Also within Lancashire is the Washington Hall
International Training Centre, the UK's leading Local Authority
Fire Service training establishment.

“We currently issue the Sepura handportable to our flexi 
(on call) duty officers below the rank of Divisional Officer,”
added Taylor. “Officers of Divisional Officer rank and above
have personal mobile phones for operational reasons 
and all other operational personnel use the Sepura fixed
mobile equipment.”

Taylor describes the Brigade's current situation as one of
“cautious development”. The LFRS is in the process of rolling out
the use of data over the O2 Airwave network for transmission
of certain mobilisation information between Fire Control
and mobile resources, this development is cautious
because of the current Firelink and Regionalisation of Fire
Control projects. The successful bidder for the Firelink
project will provide a nationwide radio system for the UK
fire service and, although Airwave is on the shortlist of
two, the successful bidder will not be announced until the
end of 2004. In addition, the Airwave service itself is
undergoing constant change as it evolves into a fully
integrated national radio system.

“The major benefits that we have found with the Sepura
technology are clearer speech and more reliable radio
communications,” continued Taylor. “The access to national
coverage is a boon as is the fact we can communicate with
Police on the same platform. The ability to transmit and receive
data as well as voice will be a huge bonus.”

“What we looked for from a supplier was ease of contact with
named single contact for supply alongside one for technical
advice. We required reliable after sales service that provided a
quick turnaround for returns. Most of all though, we needed 
a supplier with an understanding of Fire Service requirements”
concluded Taylor. “Sepura has met the above requirements at
all times. Sepura is responsive to Fire Service requirements and
recognise that they are distinctly different to those of the other
emergency services.”

Clear communications are vital for 
Lancashire Fire & Rescue Service.
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